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Here I Am
Shadows of a man
That I used to be
Buried in my memory
They say that it was me
Hiding in the daylight
Sleeping in the dark
I'm nowhere and no one
Distance afar
And the world keeps on turning
It keeps spinning around
All the while they are yearning
Hearts ﬁlled
Ego with lust
Mine's still growing mistrust
Here I am
This ﬁre slow as it burns
Consumes all that we've learnt
Here I am
Slowly we become
Creatures of decay
Living in the rumble
Until that faithful day
Buried under debris
Murdered by our fear
Still nowhere
And no one
So close, so near
And the world keeps on turning
It keeps spinning around
So consumed by our yearnings
Hearts ﬁlled
Ego with lust
Mine's still growing mistrust
Here I am
This ﬁre slow as it burns
Consumes all that we've learnt
Here I am
Hatred growing still
Nowhere left to be
Save me from this madness
A distance memory
Somewhere in the future
Will it look the same
In darkness and chaos
Desperate inane
And the world keeps on turning
It keeps spinning around
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All the while they are yearning
Here in space without sound
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Destroyed
Technique bass keys drums
Swimming thoughts
That ring in my ears
Drowning waves
They throw me clear
There was
Technique bass keys drums
Destroyed.
So we go
Into the night
Hearts ablaze
No end in sight
There was
Technique bass keys drums
Destroyed
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A Great Divide
I remember
In September
With the daylight ﬂickering
The endless days of youth
We are travelling
On the shore here
In the air and over ground
A hundred miles or two
What have you done?
Where have you been?
Somewhere outside
The space between
What have you done?
Things that you've seen
A great divide
The space between
It's a feeling
Overwhelming
See me drowning in the tide
Before the day is through
There are faces
Looking out now
Is it all I
All I want to be
To be that close to you?
What have you done?
Where have you been?
Somewhere outside
The space between
What have you done?
Things that you've seen
A great divide
The space between
Buildings and people
Moving around
Time moves so slowly
Making no sound
Crushed by our anger
Hurt by our fears
Suﬀer in darkness
So close, so near
What have you done?
Where have you been?
Somewhere outside
The space between
What have you done?
Things that you've seen
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A great divide
The space between
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Rules of Engagement
In motion
In debt
In sequence
Inept
Inclusion
In port
In progress
In between
In fear
In grief
Inﬂuential technique
In sadness
Inﬂame
Instead
In vain
Intrusion
In ﬂight
In meaning
Incomplete
In fear
In grief
Inﬂuential technique
Inspection
Invest
Involving
In toil
In coming
Inﬂamed
encrypted
Insincere
Insincere
Intel
Inane
Insane
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Black Rain
I woke
With a feeling
Something in the air
I saw
Disbelieving
Their remains everywhere
They all stood in the front of me
Dust blown all around
Dragon ﬂies
The sky's on ﬁre
Hear the deafening sound
If the ﬁres don't burn you
Or the winds blowing ill
On the mound built from ﬁre
Then the black rain it will
Yes the black rain it will
Black rain falling
Falling down all over me
Day dreams
So surreal they
Feel like I'm awake
This thirst
Over whelming
Conscious I might break
Once here stood in front of me
Buildings everywhere
Frozen time
The earth's on ﬁre
Flames rise everywhere
If the ﬁres don't burn you
Or the winds blowing ill
On the mound built from ﬁre
Then the black rain it will
Yes the black rain it will
Black rain falling
Falling down all over me
If the ﬁres don't burn you
Then the back rain it will
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Desire
Time goes by
Life is ﬂeeting
Words are weapons
Dangerous and cruel
When all we want
Is to feel good
Im coming around your house
To have some fun
Ohh
When we go
Underground
In the depths of you
Underground, moves about
Hells on ﬁre
Am I dreaming
Cities a blaze
Were burning a new
Prophets scientists
Live in conﬂict
Don't let me near your heart
Ill tear it in two
Ohh
When we go
Underground
In the depths of you
Underground, moves about
Ohh let me go
Underground
In the depths of you
Underground, moves about
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Robot Human
Tired broken diplomats
Running round with baseball bats
Tv plays another cure
Leaves you feeling insecure
Metal birds ﬂy in the sky
Remotely via satellite
Sun shines down and burns the ground
Silence makes a deafening sound
Two parts human
One part droid
Almost human
Seek destroy
Two parts human
Somewhat void
Robot human
One part human
Two parts droid
Almost human
Life devoid
Sense of being
All destroyed
Two parts human
Find me on a map at sea
Makes us all evolve believe
You have nothing else to fear
Come closer I just want you near
Floating out here in the stars
Miles from earth yet close to mars
Discovery a step to new
Armies ready
Are we through?
Two parts human
One part droid
Almost human
Seek destroy
Two parts human
Somewhat void
Robot human
One part human
Two parts droid
Almost human
Life devoid
Sense of being
All destroyed
Two parts human
Robot human
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Trace Words
Trace words
Whispers heard
Flying birds are watching over me
And I think I'm free
Body search
Memory purge
Dying words all captured on tv
And we say we're free
And we say we're free
Satellite
Distant cries
Crowds unite
It's there for all to see
But it's you and me
Pictures viewed
Voices heard
Words don't mean
What they used to be
Words like you and me
Nothing you say
Nothing you've heard
All of this time
A child could have learnt
And we say we're free
Words like you and me
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Half Life
Half life
Half seen
Stand tall
And somewhat clean
As the years go by
We're looking for an out
I'll leave no tears
I'll leave no fear no doubt
I live in dreams
No doubt
As I live and breath
Once bitten
Twice shy
Forbidden
Yet still mine
I could run away
There's nowhere left it seems
The lights go out
And I'm living in dreams
A life that's real
I dream a life
No doubt I live
And breath
No doubt
I live in dreams
My hands full of nothing
I wanted it all
My head swims in motion
I wanted it all
My eyes ﬁlled with nothing
I wanted it all, it all
And I'm living in dreams
A life's that's real
I dream a life
No doubt
As I live and breath
No doubt
I live in dreams
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The Things We Leave Behind
Rain falls on my window
And I know
I cannot breath the open air
I look behind the open doors
Just to see if
Anyone is there
And I keep falling apart
Breaking down
Turning inside out
Always falling apart
Breaking down today
And the rain comes down
Touch the ground
All around
Without a sound
And the rain comes down
It touched the ground
It's all around
Somethings to remember
It's the price you pay
For being born this way
So much at stake
And time to kill
Waiting for the world
To go away
Still there's no one here today
Will be our only sign
The things we leave behind
They will be our only sign
The things we leave behind
And the rain comes down
Touch the ground
All around
Without a sound
And the rain comes down
It touched the ground
It's all around
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When I'm Gone
Stay alive
For today
Sleeping my
Days away
Things from afar
Aren't what they seem
Leaves a path
Of broken dreams
All your time
Wasted here
Come so far
Still no near
To all the things you desire
Watch the ﬂames
Take me higher
When I'm gone
Life goes on
When I'm gone
Life goes on
On and on
On and on
On and on
Somewhat vague
Or untrue
Lost in time
Thoughts of you
And who you are
Where you have been
What you know
Things you've seen
When I'm gone
Life goes on
When I'm gone
Life goes on
On and on
On and on
On and on
Though I'm here
Wondering
What's it take
Make it real
Immortalize
Specify
Idolize
Open eyes
When I'm gone
Life goes on
On and on
On and on
On and on
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